Indications for surgical intervention in the geriatric spine has been expanded over the last several decades, better meeting the needs of a growing elderly community with increased life expectations and activity level. In contrast to younger patients, injury in this age group is often caused by minor trauma facilitated from osteoporotic bone quality-one of the main factors responsible for increasing costs in any health system. Cement augmentation techniques have gained widespread use as the sole method to treat osteoporotic fractures, although important studies have opened up a broad discussion about indications and especially benefit for the patient. To that end, the paper from Benneker and Hoppe [1] gives a fresh update on this major tool in geriatric spine surgery.
Besides treating spontaneous fractures induced from poor bone quality with cement augmentation, this technique has been established more recently as a supportive tool in the treatment of trauma-induced spine fractures in the elderly. To date, cemented pedicle screws were used in patients that were subjected to dorsal instrumentation intended to increasing pull-out strength, which has been shown in the preclinical testing. Especially the use of cannulated and fenestrated screws to become cemented after insertion raises the opportunity to reduce hardware failure, as reported by El Saman et al. [2] .
The possibilities for complications using cement injection into the vertebrae are abundant, beginning with minor local extrusions into the surrounding tissue, which, in general, are not harmful to the patient. However, reports of severe side effects like pulmonary embolism of cement requires new awareness of the complications as well as ideas and techniques designed to overcome these issues in the future. The innovative and promising observation that increasing PEEP during cement application might be beneficial is reported by El Saman et al. [3] . Hopefully, this paper will give inspiration to numerous other investigations intended to continue the amelioration of cement usage in spine surgery.
Despite this tremendous progress in surgical treatment options and intensive care medicine injury, especially the cervical spine in the geriatric population is associated with high mortality in the hospital and extending up to 3 months after trauma, as shown by Sander et al. [4] . Moreover, as the outcome is mainly influenced by the neurological deficit upon admission, ''do not further harm'' seems to be the optimal treatment concept-stressing the utmost importance of qualified physicians able to read the radiographs taken. Particularly, since incidental findings increase with age, profound knowledge of these variations investigated by Koren and colleagues [5] and also reported in this issue seem mandatory.
Taken together, the critical assessment of technical developments in combination with continuing staff training might help to achieve an individualized treatment algorithm for these elderly patients and indicate the best treatment available.
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